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PURPOSE. We examined inferior oblique muscles from subjects with over-elevation in
adduction for characteristics that might shed light on the potential mechanisms for their
abnormal eye position.

METHODS. The inferior oblique muscles were obtained at the time of surgery in subjects
diagnosed with either primary inferior oblique overaction or Apert syndrome. The
muscles were frozen and processed for morphometric analysis of myofiber size, central
nucleation, myosin heavy chain (MyHC) isoform expression, nerve density, and numbers
of neuromuscular junctions per muscle section.

RESULTS. The inferior oblique muscles from subjects with Apert Syndrome were smaller,
and had a much more heterogeneous profile relative to myofiber cross-sectional area
compared to controls. Increased central nucleation in the Apert syndrome muscles
suggested on-going myofiber regeneration or reinnervation over time. Complex changes
were seen in the MyHC isoform patterns that would predict slower and more sustained
contractions than in the control muscles. Nerve fiber densities were significantly
increased compared to controls for the muscles with primary inferior oblique overac-
tion and Apert syndrome that had no prior surgery. The muscles from Apert syndrome
subjects as well as those with primary inferior oblique overaction with no prior surgery
had significantly elevated numbers of neuromuscular junctions relative to the whole
muscle area.

CONCLUSIONS. The muscles from both sets of subjects were significantly different from
control muscles in a number of properties examined. These data support the view that
despite similar manifestations of eye misalignment, the potential mechanism behind the
strabismus in these subjects is significantly different.

Keywords: strabismus, extraocular muscle, inferior oblique, inferior oblique overaction,
Apert syndrome, neuromuscular junctions

S trabismus is a complex disorder of manifest or latent
misalignment of the eyes. Eye movements are controlled

by the ocular motor system in the brain, and the final
common pathway ends at the six pairs of extraocular
muscles (EOMs) that attach to the eyes and control all the
eye movements. The etiology of strabismus when not associ-
ated with anisometropia or muscle paralysis from identified
nerve or brain injury is not well understood. Part of the prob-
lem in assessing the potential cause of idiopathic childhood
onset strabismus is the increasing evidence that despite a
similar abnormal eye position, the underlying cause of the
overt strabismus is not always the same.

Strabismus involving the inferior oblique muscles serves
as a good example of this problem. The main role of the infe-
rior oblique muscle is to elevate the eye when it is adducted,
and additionally to extort the eyes. One form of strabismus is
excessive elevation of the eye in adduction, which is a rela-
tively common form of eye misalignment.1,2 There are a vari-

ety of potential etiologies in individuals with over-elevation
in adduction, making correct diagnosis critical for effective
surgical alignment of the eyes.3,4 In addition to what has
been termed primary inferior oblique overaction,5 which is
presumed to be an inferior oblique that is “too strong” and
thus “overacting”3,4 or a superior oblique that is “too weak”
or “underacting,” over-elevation in adduction is associated
with a number of associated conditions.5–13 It should be
noted that in individuals with Apert syndrome, imaging stud-
ies suggest that bony orbital features and EOM heterotopy
also produce excyclorotation.14,15

If a decision is made to proceed with surgery to improve
eye alignment in a patient with over-elevation in adduc-
tion, a variety of surgical approaches can be used to correct
this, including muscle recession,16 various forms of muscle
transpositions,17–19 temporal or nasal inferior oblique myec-
tomy,20–23 and fixation of the inferior oblique to the orbital
wall.24 Unfortunately, recurrence of the over-elevation in
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adduction is a common problem in these patients, and is
often difficult to predict.4,8,22,25,26

A number of studies appeared in the 1970s and 1980s that
examined EOMs from patients with a variety of strabismus
diagnoses; including those with Duane’s syndrome, Brown’s
syndrome, nystagmus, and nerve paralysis.27–30 These stud-
ies described a number of “unusual findings.” What is partic-
ularly interesting about these early studies is their focus on
electron microscopic analysis. In the past 2 decades, we
have learned a great deal about normal EOM cell biology
and physiology, reviewed in McLoon et al.31 For example,
we now understand that normal EOMs remodel continu-
ously throughout life and thus contain a population of acti-
vated satellite cells.32–34 Interestingly, recent studies showed
an increased number of activated satellite cells in muscles
from subjects with strabismus compared to normal control
EOMs.35,36 The normal skeletal muscle fiber type distinc-
tions do not apply to the EOM,37,38 and aspects of mito-
chondrial and calcium biology,39,40 as well as other aspects
of metabolism, and physiology differ significantly when the
EOMs are compared to limb and body skeletal muscles.
Thus, despite a long history of surgical treatment for this
type of eye misalignment in children, we still do not under-
stand the molecular and cellular biological underpinnings of
strabismus in general, and, more specifically, over-elevation
in adduction.

In this study, the inferior oblique muscles from subjects
who were being treated by surgical myectomy for over-
elevation in adduction were examined histologically, and
various parameters were analyzed morphometrically in a
masked fashion. After analysis, the data from individual
muscles were grouped based on the diagnosis of primary
inferior oblique overaction (IOOA) or subjects with Apert
Syndrome and compared to control inferior oblique muscles.

METHODS

The inferior oblique muscles were collected as surgical waste
specimens during normal surgery for correction of over-
elevation in adduction, and were described in detail previ-
ously.41 These studies were approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the University of Texas Southwestern Medi-
cal Center, including review of human subjects’ medical
records in compliance with the guidelines of the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA). This
study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

All surgical waste specimens were collected from patients
scheduled for myectomy of one or both inferior oblique
muscles for primary or secondary over-elevation in adduc-
tion. Control muscles were collected either at the time of
enucleation during Eye Bank tissue harvesting or at the
time of enucleation for other diagnoses. None of the control
subjects received cytotoxic drugs or radiation. Only one
muscle per subject was used for the analyses performed,
selected randomly if two muscle specimens had been
collected. For the control muscles and for the muscles from
subjects for whom it was a first surgery, all were removed
from the more temporal portion of the length of the infe-
rior oblique. Control muscles were obtained from this same
location. For the subjects for whom the muscle specimens
were from a second surgery, all were obtained using a nasal
myectomy procedure. Studies have examined changes along
the length of EOMs in a number of species,42–44 including
humans.45 These studies show that the EOMs are very simi-
lar to each other in the insertional and origin regions, but

quite different in the mid-region of the muscles.45 Thus, we
worked under the assumption that comparisons are reason-
able based on these known biochemical and structural simi-
larities in these regions.

The following muscle samples were collected and
described in detail previously41: nine muscles from subjects
with primary inferior oblique overaction with no prior infe-
rior oblique surgery (IOOA NPS) with a median age of
6.9 +/− 4.9 years, 7 samples from patients with recurrent
inferior oblique overaction after previous surgery (IOOA)
with a median age of 7.3 +/− 5.1 years, 6 specimens from
subjects with Apert syndrome and over-elevation in adduc-
tion and no prior inferior oblique surgery (Apert NPS) with
a median age of 4.4 +/− 2.1 years, 2 specimens from
patients with Apert syndrome re-operated after recurrent
over-elevation in adduction (Apert) with a median age of 6
years (range 4–8 years), and 9 control samples removed by
an ophthalmologist at the time of enucleation or eye dona-
tion with a median age of 25.2 +/− 28 years. In the control
group, there were inferior oblique muscles from five chil-
dren and four adults. All variables were compared between
these two age groups within the control group, and none of
the parameters differed significantly based on dividing the
muscles into these categories. Thus, all the control muscle
data were averaged. The control subjects had no history of
strabismus, and none had prior EOM surgery. Details of the
severity of patient over-elevation in adduction have been
described in detail previously.41

The inferior oblique muscles were embedded in traga-
canth gum, frozen in 2-methylbutane chilled on liquid
nitrogen, and stored frozen at −80 deg Celsius (°C)
until processed. The frozen inferior oblique muscles were
sectioned at 12 μm and stored at −30o. One set of sections
was stained with hematoxylin and eosin, which were used
to determine total myofiber number as well as the percent
of centrally nucleated myofibers in the muscle samples. All
morphometric analyses were performed masked relative to
the subject from which it was obtained. The total myofiber
number was determined by counting every muscle fiber
in each cross-section. The percentage of central nucleation
was determined by counting all myofibers with a centrally
located nucleus as a percent of all the myofibers counted
in each field. Three sections were counted for each sample
and averaged to determine a mean for that patient/muscle. A
minimum of 200 myofibers were counted per muscle cross-
section, and 4 cross-sections were quantified spread along
the length of each muscle sample. Mean myofiber cross-
sectional areas were determined by manually circling a mini-
mum of 200 myofibers per muscle section, with 3 sections
analyzed per muscle specimen. All sections were examined
using a Leica microscope equipped with a video camera,
and this interfaced with a computer-based morphometry
program (Bioquant, Nashville, TN, USA).

Representative samples of inferior oblique muscle cross-
sections were immunostained for myosin heavy chain
(MyHC) isoform expression as well as density of nerves
and neuromuscular junctions. The sections were rinsed in
PBS, followed by a 1-hour incubation with primary anti-
body against the following (MyHC) isoforms: pan fast (1:40,
Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), slow twitch
(1:40, MyHCI, Vector Laboratories) and the following from
the Hybridoma Bank (University of Iowa, Ames, IA, USA):
fast IIA (1:20; MyHCIIA, SC-71); fast IIX (1:20; MyHCIIX,
6H1); embryonic (1:20, MyHCemb, F1.652); neonatal (1:20,
MyHCemb, F1.652); slow tonic 1:20, MyHCslowtonic S46),
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and EOM specific (1:5–1:10; MyHCeom, 4A6). The tissue
sections were air-dried, and incubated in control serum for
15 minutes, followed by incubation in primary antibody for
1 hour at room temperature. The sections were rinsed in
PBS and incubated using the Vectastain Elite mouse ABC
peroxidase Elite kit (Vector Laboratories). For visualization,
the reacted tissue sections were incubated in a diaminoben-
zidine solution containing heavy metals. Specificity of anti-
body binding was verified by immunostaining sections in
the absence of primary antibody. The immunostained serial
sections were examined microscopically and photographed
for quantification.

For nerve fiber identification, the SMI-31 antibody
was used (Covance, Princeton, NJ, USA; dilution, 1:1000).
The slides were rinsed and incubated with the Vectas-
tain horseradish peroxidase labeling kit. After rinsing in
PBS, they were reacted with the heavy metal intensified
diaminobenzidine procedure, dehydrated, and coverslipped
for analysis. The percent positive for each MyHC isoform
was determined based on total fiber number per microscope
field for the orbital and global layers of all muscles, reported
as a percent of all myofibers counted. A minimum of 250
myofibers were counted per section analyzed, and sections
were analyzed along the length of each muscle specimen.
For nerve density calculations, thresholds of staining inten-
sity were used to determine all the nerve fiber bundles in
micrometers (μm)2 and the total muscle area per field was
measured. Nerve fiber density was calculated as a percent of
muscle area.

An additional series of slides were immunostained for
neuromuscular junctions and nerve fibers using the SMI-31
protocol as described followed by incubation with alpha-
bungarotoxin conjugated to AlexaFluor 488 overnight (Invit-
rogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Sections were washed and
mounted with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories). All neuro-
muscular junctions in entire muscle cross-sections were
counted, and the area of the muscle cross-section deter-
mined, resulting in the number of neuromuscular junctions
per muscle area in μm2. An average of three sections per
subject were measured, and the means of each subject were
used to calculate the overall mean of neuromuscular junc-
tion density.

Data were examined statistically using analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) followed by post hoc tests of significance.
These were performed using Prism software (GraphPad, La
Jolla, CA, USA), with significance at P < 0.05.

RESULTS

Pronounced differences were seen both qualitatively and
quantitatively upon histological examination of the muscle
cross-sections of subjects diagnosed with IOOA, Apert
syndrome, and the control muscles (Fig. 1). As is well
known, the control inferior oblique muscles had a distinct
layer of smaller fibers, defining the orbital layer, and larger
myofibers, defining the global layer. The myofibers were
heterogeneous in size, with loose connective tissue between
neighboring myofibers (Figs. 1A, 1D, 1G). The inferior
oblique muscles from subjects with over-elevation in adduc-
tion showed considerable variability from subject to subject,
and several distinct differences were observed (see Fig. 1).
In the inferior oblique muscle from one typical subject
diagnosed with IOOA, the specimen had extremely small
myofibers, and the global and orbital layers could not be
distinguished by myofiber size alone (Figs. 1B, 1E). In a

muscle from a subject diagnosed as having Apert syndrome,
the entire muscle was small, with an obvious reduction
in total fiber number (Figs. 1C, 1F). At higher power in
an inferior oblique from a subject with Apert syndrome,
there was an extreme heterogeneity of myofiber cross-
sectional areas from very small to very large and hyper-
trophic (Figs. 1H–J). Total myofiber numbers were deter-
mined for inferior oblique muscles from subjects diag-
nosed with primary IOOA and Apert syndrome compared
to control muscles (Fig. 2). The inferior oblique muscles
from subjects with IOOA had significantly more myofibers
in the orbital layer, with the global layer similar to controls,
albeit trending toward significant difference. However, both
orbital and global layers in inferior oblique muscles from
subjects with Apert syndrome had significantly fewer total
myofiber numbers compared to controls and compared to
muscles from subjects with IOOA and controls (see Fig. 2).
No significant differences were seen between those speci-
mens that were from subjects with no prior surgery or had
prior surgery (data not shown).

For the analysis of mean myofiber cross-sectional areas,
muscles were divided into three groups: Apert syndrome,
IOOA with no prior surgery (NPS), and IOOA where a
prior surgery on the inferior oblique has been performed.
The mean cross-sectional areas were determined for the
orbital and global layers of each of these three groups
of subjects and compared to control muscles (Fig. 3).
The orbital layer fibers were significantly smaller in the
muscles from the IOOA and Apert syndrome subjects, 21%
and 82% smaller, respectively, than those of the control
muscles. The global layer fibers were also significantly
32.5% smaller in the muscles from the Apert syndrome
subjects than the global layer myofibers from the control
muscles.

The unusual appearance of many of the muscle speci-
mens from the IOOA and Apert syndrome subjects prompted
an examination of centrally nucleated myofibers. Central
nucleation of skeletal muscle fibers is a hallmark of degen-
eration and regeneration or denervation and reinnerva-
tion. The control inferior oblique muscles contained few
centrally nucleated myofibers (Fig. 4), with approximately
0.92% ± 0.1% and 0.48% ± 0.06% in the orbital and global
layers. In the orbital layer and global layers from the inferior
oblique muscles from IOOA subjects with no prior surgery
or with prior surgery, central nucleation was significantly
elevated. In the orbital layer, central nucleation was 4- to
8-fold higher than the control muscle for both groups of
subjects and 4-fold higher in the global layers. In the muscles
from subjects with Apert syndrome, central nucleation was
five-fold higher than control in the orbital layers and four-
fold higher in the global layers.

Shortening velocity is, in part, controlled by MyHC
isoform expression patterns.46,47 Of the eight MyHC isoforms
examined, only four showed significant changes in the
examined muscles (Fig. 5, Supplementary Fig. S1). In the
orbital layer of the muscles from those with IOOA and
with Apert syndrome and no prior surgery, a significant
decrease in myofibers positive for embryonic MyHC isoform
was seen. With prior surgery, the muscles from subjects with
IOOA showed a significant increase compared to those with-
out prior surgery (Fig. 5C). For neonatal MyHC expression,
there was a significant increase in expression in both sets
of subjects in the muscles where a previous surgery had
been performed (Fig. 5D). In all cases, there was a signifi-
cant reduction in type IIX-positive myofibers (Fig. 5A), and
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FIGURE 1. Photomicrographs of inferior oblique muscles immunostained with an antibody to pan-fast myosin heavy chain isoform, which
labels the majority of myofibers in EOM. Control muscles (A, D, G), muscle from a subject diagnosed with inferior oblique overaction (B,
E, H), and muscle from a subject diagnosed with Apert syndrome (C, F, I, J). Photographs D to J are from the global layer of the muscles.
Control inferior oblique muscle (A, D, G), muscle from subject diagnosed with inferior oblique overaction (B, E, H), and muscle from subject
with Apert syndrome (C, F, I, J). There are extremely hypertrophic myofibers (arrows) as well as severely atrophic fibers (arrowheads). The
scale bar is 200 μm for each image.

FIGURE 2. Mean total fiber number in inferior oblique muscles from control, inferior oblique muscles from subjects diagnosed with inferior
oblique overaction (IOOA), and muscle from subjects diagnosed with Apert syndrome (Apert). Data represent the mean ± SEM. The asterisk
indicates significant difference from control. (F = 11.3; Control orbital compared to IOOA orbital P = 0.001). The hashtag indicates significant
difference from the muscles from subjects with primary inferior oblique overaction (orbital IOOA versus Apert P = 0.0025; global IOOA
versus Apert P = 0.003).

an increase in numbers of fibers positive for the slow tonic
MyHC isoform (Fig. 5B). Embryonic and neonatal MyHC
isoforms would be expected to produce slower shortening
velocities, which would be further slowed with reduction in

the fast type IIX isoform. The increase in slow tonic MyHC
expression would result in a muscle that maintained a tonic
contraction over a longer period of time compared to the
normal twitch contraction profiles.
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FIGURE 3. Mean myofiber cross-sectional area for the muscles from subjects with primary inferior oblique overaction (IOOA) with no prior
surgery (NPS) or prior surgery and Apert syndrome (Apert) compared to control muscles. Asterisks indicate significant difference from
control muscle. (F = 6.884; *orbital control versus orbital IOOA NPS P = 0.0001; orbital control versus IOOA orb P = 0.007; orbital control
versus orbital Apert P = 0.0001; global control versus global IOOA P = 0.009; global control versus global Apert P = 0.003.)

FIGURE 4. Central nucleation for the muscles from subjects with primary inferior oblique overaction (IOOA) with no prior surgery (NPS)
or prior surgery and Apert syndrome (Apert) compared to control muscles. Asterisks indicate significant difference from control muscles.
(F = 5.025; P = 0.0001 compared to control.)

A prominent view for conditions like over-elevation in
adduction is the suggestion that these muscles are “too
strong.” As a result, we examined the density of myeli-
nated nerves in the muscles using an antibody to Schwann
cells (Fig. 6). In the muscles from subjects with no prior
surgery and inferior oblique overaction, their overall density
of myelinated nerves was increased by 78.2% over controls.
Interestingly, surgery resulted in a significant drop over the
“no prior surgery” muscles, resulting in no difference from
control muscles, and a decrease of 66.2% over the non-
operated muscles. Both non-operated and previously oper-
ated muscles from subjects with Apert syndrome had levels
similar to controls and significantly decreased compared to
the non-operated IOOA muscles.

Similarly, when total nerve fiber density was assessed
using immunostaining for neurofilament protein, the
muscles from non-operated subjects with IOOA and Apert
syndrome had an almost six-fold increase in nerve density
compared to controls (Fig. 7). For the muscles from subjects
with IOOA who had prior surgery, the nerve levels were
similar to the muscles without prior surgery and were still

almost five-fold greater in the amount of nerve tissue per
muscle area than the control muscles. In subjects with Apert
syndrome, the effect of prior surgery was to increase the
amount of nerves in the muscle by 60%.

Neuromuscular junctions per whole muscle cross-
sectional area were examined and quantified (Fig. 8). Most
of the en plaque endings of the specimens from subjects
with IOOA or Apert syndrome without prior surgery looked
relatively normal. In the muscle specimens from both IOOA
and subjects with Apert syndrome that had a prior surgery,
many appeared to be smaller than normal, with many with-
out an obvious nerve (Figs. 8D, 8G). However, the number
of neuromuscular junctions were significantly elevated in
the inferior oblique muscle specimens from subjects with
Apert syndrome and no prior surgery and those with IOOA
and no prior surgery (Figs. 8, 9), with over four- to six-
fold more neuromuscular junctions relative to muscle area in
these muscle specimens. Interestingly, prior surgery resulted
in neuromuscular junction density that was not significantly
different from controls, albeit still with 2- to 3-fold more
neuromuscular junctions than in the control muscles.
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FIGURE 5. Myosin heavy chain (MyHC) isoform expression patterns in inferior oblique muscles from children with primary inferior oblique
overaction (IOOA), Apert syndrome (Apert), and controls immunostained for (A) IIX (F = 18.23; * orbital control versus orbital IOOA
P = 0.0001; global control versus global IOOA P = 0.0001; # orbital IOOA versus orbital IOOA NPS P = 0.0005; orbital IOOA versus
orbital Apert P = 0.0001; global IOOA versus global IOOA NPS P = 0.0001; global IOOA versus global Apert P = 0.0001), (B) slow tonic
(F = 22.87; * orbital control versus orbital IOOA NPS P = 0.02; orbital control versus orbital IOOA P = 0.0001; global control versus global
IOOA NPS P = 0.02; # orbital IOOA versus orbital IOOA NPS P = 0.0001; orbital IOOA versus orbital Apert P = 0.0002; global IOOA versus
global IOOA NPS P = 0.0001; global IOOA versus global Apert P = 0.03), (C) embryonic (F = 32.43; * orbital control versus orbital IOOA
NPS P = 0.0001; * orbital control versus orbital Apert P = 0.0003; # orbital IOOA NPS versus orbital IOOA P = 0.0001, orbital IOOA NPS
versus orbital Apert P = 0.000), and (D) neonatal (F = 29.08; * orbital control versus orbital IOOA P = 0.0001; global control versus global
IOOA P = 0.0001; global control versus global Apert P = 0.0003; # orbital IOOA versus orbital IOOA NPS P = 0.0001; orbital IOOA versus
orbital Apert P = 0.0006; global IOOA versus global IOOA NPS P = 0.0001). Asterisks indicate significant difference from control muscle.
Hashtag indicates significant difference from the IOOA muscles.

DISCUSSION

Several major conclusions can be drawn from these analy-
ses. Both sets of muscles from subjects with over-elevation
in adduction showed a number of striking differences
compared to the control inferior oblique muscles. The infe-
rior oblique muscles also showed significant differences in
patients with IOOA and in patients with Apert syndrome.
The inferior oblique muscle specimens from previously
unoperated subjects of both types were significantly more
densely innervated than the muscles from the control
subjects. It is important to note that these muscle specimens
were both derived from the same region of the muscles. In
addition, the muscles from the subjects with Apert syndrome
were smaller than the muscles from the subjects with IOOA,
again comparing muscles from the same anatomic location
along the muscle length.

Strabismus has a prevalence of 39 to 90% of patients
with craniosynostosis, including Apert syndrome.48–50 It is
thought that the premature fusion of cranial sutures in

Apert syndrome restricts the volume of the orbit, lead-
ing to lateralization and shallowing of the orbits. Imaging
studies also demonstrate that EOM heterotopy and bony
orbital alterations results in excyclorotation of the axes of
the bony orbit, which, in turn, results in excyclorotation
of the EOMs.14,15 These alterations result in proptosis, stra-
bismus, and exposure keratopathy, which are commonly
seen in this syndrome.51 However, on top of the bony
abnormalities relative to muscle position within the orbit,
muscle-specific differences were evident. Previous research
identified abnormal EOM anatomy in patients with Apert
syndrome and other craniosynostosis syndromes, includ-
ing anomalous EOM attachments to the eye, anomalous
EOM insertion, and atrophic or absent EOMs.10,52–57 A case
report also noted structural anomalies in the inferior oblique
of a patient with Apert syndrome, with abnormal mito-
chondrial and myofibrillar organization seen in light and
electron microscopy.58 Although they only examined one
muscle from a single subject, their results support the find-
ings of our study that strabismus in Apert syndrome may
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FIGURE 6. Myelinated nerves as a percent of muscle area based on Schwann cell immunostaining. (A) Inferior oblique muscle from a control
subject. (B) Inferior oblique muscle from a subject with primary inferior oblique overaction (IOOA) and no prior surgery (NPS). (C) Percent
of myelinated nerves per muscle area after immunostaining for Schwann cells. Bar is 100 μm. Asterisks indicate significant difference from
control muscle. (F = 3.233; control versus IOOA NPS: P = 0.029). Hashtag indicates significant difference from the muscles from subjects
with primary IOOA with NPS. (IOOA NPS versus IOOA P = 0.0001; IOOA NPS versus Apert NPS P = 0.015; IOOA NPS versus Apert
P = 0.0001.)

be caused by both structural and functional differences in
the EOMs themselves in addition to or in part due to the
gross anatomic variations in muscle origins and insertions.
In Apert syndrome, strabismus in these patients is clearly
the result of a complex multifactorial process, with known
abnormal genetic, orbital, and muscle anomalies. The abnor-
mal inferior oblique muscles on a cellular level seen in this
study reflects and adds to this complexity.

Our results show that subjects with Apert syndrome
had smaller inferior oblique muscles, with fewer myofibers
and a large heterogeneity of myofiber size compared to
both controls and subjects with IOOA. The inferior oblique
muscles from these subjects also showed decreased nerve
density compared to subjects with IOOA. What is particu-
larly interesting about the reduction in the overall amount
of nerve density is that Apert syndrome is often asso-
ciated with sixth nerve palsies and other changes in
muscle number or overall muscle size.10 Increased central
nucleation suggests an ongoing process of either muscle
denervation and/or re-innervation. The presence of ongo-
ing regenerative processes is supported by a prior study
using electron microscopy, where interspersed with normal
fibers were those that were vacuolated as well as the
sporadic appearance within the muscle tissue of degener-
ating nerves.58

Genetic analyses showed that 99% of patients with Apert
syndrome have one of two missense mutations in the gene
for fibroblast growth factor receptor 2 (FGFR2).59 These
mutations are thought to result in sustained FGFR2 signal-
ing due to increased affinity of the ligand to the receptor in

the absence of sustained FGF2 expression.60,61 Although the
effects of these changes have been studied in bone forma-
tion, little is known about the effects on the EOMs specif-
ically. It is important to note that an examination of fetal
orbital tissues showed that the EOMs specifically express
FGFR2.62 This is in contrast to studies that showed only
low levels of FGFR2 expression in limb skeletal muscle.63

We hypothesize that FGFR2 is likely to be expressed in
the EOMs, and the detailed expression pattern of FGFR2 is
the subject of on-going studies. The hypothesized sequelae
to the expression of the mutations associated with Apert
syndrome would be reduced satellite cell self-renewal and
an enhanced rate of differentiation.64 This, in turn, would
result in the reduced muscle fiber size and overall muscle
size seen in the inferior oblique muscles from subjects with
Apert syndrome. Further studies examining these effects are
also ongoing in our laboratory.

Not only did the inferior oblique muscles from subjects
with Apert syndrome have smaller muscles, they also had
a decreased amount of nerves. We predict this would mani-
fest as reduced muscle innervation, suggesting that success-
ful correction of the abnormal eye position might be better
treated with a different pharmacologic or surgical approach
compared to patients with primary IOOA. This agrees with
studies that show that patients with Apert syndrome who
undergo strabismus surgery yield more variable and unpre-
dictable surgical outcomes.65 Our study suggests that in
subjects with over-elevation in adduction, whether this eye
position is associated with Apert syndrome or other forms
of strabismus is important and should direct management.
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FIGURE 7. Nerves as a percent of muscle area based on neurofilament (SMI-31) immunostaining. (A) Inferior oblique muscle from a control
subject. (B) Inferior oblique muscle from a subject with primary inferior oblique overaction (IOOA) and no prior surgery (NPS). (C) Percent
of all nerves per muscle area after immunostaining for neurofilament protein. Bar is 100 μm. Asterisks indicate significant difference from
control muscle. (F = 3.442; control versus IOOA NPS P = 0.0001.) Hashtag indicates significant difference from the muscles from subjects
with primary IOOA with NPS. (IOOA NPS versus IOOA P = 0.006; IOOA NPS versus Apert NPS P = 0.004.)

Our study suggests that EOMs from patients with Apert
syndrome are particularly abnormal, and there are a number
of alterations in muscle lengths and bony orbital shape
that affect muscle attachments in individuals with Apert
syndrome. Taking these complex issues into account will
be important for optimizing their visual outcomes. Manage-
ment of patients with Apert syndrome, as reviewed by Elhus-
seiny et al.,66 is known to be challenging, and a variety of
approaches have been recommended based on considera-
tion of muscle tone, excyclorotation of the EOMs, and imag-
ing of the orbit prior to surgery.66 These studies also suggest
that a pharmacological approach, using molecules that alter
the function of the FGF signaling pathways perhaps, may
have an effect in this group of patients and deserves further
study.

In the inferior oblique muscles from subjects with
primary IOOA, there was a significantly greater number of
nerve fibers per muscle fiber compared to controls. As these
muscles are assumed to be contracting more strongly than
needed, this finding is in alignment with the current assump-
tions in the field. It is interesting that prior surgery had a
significant effect on many of the properties examined in our
study. In particular, the inferior oblique muscle specimens
from previously operated subjects showed decreased nerve
per myofiber number and decreased neuromuscular junc-
tion numbers compared to the levels in unoperated subjects
with either IOOA or Apert syndrome. The muscle speci-
mens from individuals where this was a second surgery

were nasal myectomies, and thus from a different location
along the overall muscle length, compared to the myec-
tomy at the scleral attachment end of the muscle. This may
be a confounding variable, and further analysis of addi-
tional muscle specimens are needed for added assurance of
these differences. However, studies have shown that these
regions are similar to each other compared to the proper-
ties of the middle region of these muscles when examined
for such properties as: MyHC isoform expression patterns,
myofiber cross-sectional areas, and innervation pattern.42–45

These data collectively suggest that comparisons between
these regions is reasonable and informative. Based on previ-
ous results, this is likely to be the result of extensive adap-
tation due to changes in the length/tension curve secondary
to the surgery. Thus, the changes are in the direction that
are predicted, based on known biochemical and functional
properties, to reduce a presumably overacting muscle. We
have described extensive decreases in muscle connective
tissue content in previously operated muscles compared to
specimens from subjects with strabismus for whom this was
their first surgery.41 These decreases were hypothesized to
cause reduced overall muscle tension in the months after
surgery.41 In experimental studies in rabbits, we showed that
strabismus surgery resulted in bilateral and rapid muscle
adaptation, such as increased neonatal and slow MyHC
isoform expression.67,68 Further support that adaptation of
agonist/antagonist muscle pairs occurs after muscle surgery
was the demonstration of functional changes in both muscle
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FIGURE 8. Photomicrographs of neuromuscular junctions and their innervating nerves in inferior oblique muscles immunostained with an
antibody to neurofilament protein (smi-31; red) and a fluorescently tagged alpha-bungarotoxin (green) to label the neuromuscular junctions.
Control muscle (A), muscles from subjects diagnosed with inferior oblique overaction (IOOA) (B, C, D) without prior surgery B (IOOA NPS),
or after a previous surgery C, D (IOOA), and muscle from subjects diagnosed with Apert syndrome (Apert) (E, F, G) without prior surgery
E or after a previous surgery F, G.

FIGURE 9. Neuromuscular junction numbers per total muscle cross-sectional area in μm2. Primary inferior oblique overaction (IOOA), Apert
syndrome (Apert), no prior surgery (NPS), neuromuscular junction (nmj). Asterisks indicate significant difference from control muscle.
(F = 7.071; P = 0.005 and P = 0.04, respectively). Hashtag indicates significant difference from the non-operated muscles with a similar
diagnosis (F = 1.193; P = 0.05).

force generation and neuronal firing rates. Recession of
EOMs in cats produced significant weakening in force devel-
opment of the antagonist muscle.69 These results corre-
late with adaptation of saccadic gains measured as soon as
1 day after a surgical resection/recession surgery in the non-
human primate.70 Thus, the changes seen in the previously
operated inferior oblique muscles in the present study are
in harmony with data from a number of other laborato-
ries. Studies using a monkey model of strabismus demon-

strated that these changes are likely driven by adaptive
changes in neuronal drive of the innervating motor neurons
that begin almost immediately after strabismus surgery.71

Patients typically undergoing repeat strabismus surgery only
do so if their surgery was not as successful as needed –
in the short term averaging 20 to 67% of subjects.72–75 It
would be interesting to assess the EOMs of individuals who
had better surgical outcomes compared to patients with less
predictable outcomes, in order to see if there were intrin-
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sic differences in the EOMs that may have led to a poorer
response to surgery. Knowing more about the role of the
EOMs in disease and in the context of systemic diseases,
such as genetic disorders, in specific patient populations
would lead to improved outcomes for our patients.
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